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Abstract—In this work, we compare two commercial positron
emission tomography (PET) scanners installed at CIEMAT
(Madrid, Spain): the ClearPET and the rPET-1. These systems
have significant geometrical differences, such as the axial field
of view (110 mm on ClearPET versus 45.6 mm on rPET-1), the
configuration of the detectors (whole ring on ClearPET versus
one pair of planar blocks on rPET-1) and the use of an axial
shift between ClearPET detector modules. We used an assessment
procedure that fulfilled the recommendations of the National Elec-
trical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) NU 4-2008 standard.
The methodology includes studies of spatial resolution, sensitivity,
scatter fraction, count losses and image quality. Our experiments
showed a central spatial resolution of 1.5 mm (transaxial), 3.2
mm (axial) for the ClearPET and 1.5 mm (transaxial), 1.6 mm
(axial) for the rPET-1, with a small variation across the transverse
axis on both scanners ( � mm). The absolute sensitivity at the
centre of the field of view was 4.7% for the ClearPET and 1.0%
for the rPET-1. The peak noise equivalent counting rate for the
mouse-sized phantom was 73.4 kcps reached at 0.51 MBq/mL on
the ClearPET and 29.2 kcps at 1.35 MBq/mL on the rPET-1. The
recovery coefficients measured using the image quality phantom
ranged from 0.11 to 0.89 on the ClearPET and from 0.14 to 0.81
on the rPET-1. The overall performance shows that both the
ClearPET and the rPET-1 systems are very suitable for preclinical
research and imaging of small animals.

Index Terms—Image quality assessment, performance evalua-
tion, PET, small-animal imagers.

I. INTRODUCTION

S MALL-ANIMAL positron emission tomography (PET) is
becoming an essential imaging modality for preclinical re-

search [1], [2] and in the search for new radio-pharmaceuticals
[3]. At the same time, manufacturers of clinical PET systems
use these scanners to test the technological aspects of new de-
velopments.
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The comparison and evaluation of different scanners must
be carried out following the same conditions, namely recon-
struction protocol or the radioisotope used, which may signifi-
cantly affect the results [4]. This is even more critical if the sys-
tems have different geometrical designs, such as the two scan-
ners considered in this work. The ClearPET, manufactured by
Raytest Isotopenmessgeraete GmbH (Mannheim, Germany), is
composed of a rotating full ring of detectors with an axial field
of view (FOV) of 11.0 cm and an axial-offset of 9.2 mm be-
tween each two adjacent detectors, whereas the rPET-1, manu-
factured by SEDECAL, S.A. (Madrid, Spain), has two rotating,
planar block detectors and an axial FOV of 4.56 cm. Both use
pixelated crystals: a lutetium-yttrium orthosilicate (LYSO) and
lutetium-yttrium aluminum perovskite (LuYAP) phoswich ma-
trix with two layers in the ClearPET [5], and mixed lutetium
silicate (MLS) with one layer in the rPET-1 [6]. The rPET-1 in-
corporates a coplanar CT (X-ray computed tomography) system
so that it can work as a PET/CT scanner.

Although performance of both systems has been character-
ized previously [7], [8], the work presented here will compare
them in the same conditions and following the recommendations
of the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)
NU 4-2008 standard [9], created to evaluate small-animal PET
systems [10]–[13]. The main interest of this work is to assess
the influence of the design differences between the two scan-
ners, specifically the axial-shifted detectors [14] and the planar
versus ring configuration.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

All the measurements were carried out on the scanners
located at CIEMAT (Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas,
Medioambientales y Tecnológicas), Madrid (Spain). Table I
shows a summary of the geometrical and physical characteris-
tics of both systems. It is important to remark that the rPET-1
system is composed of only two block detectors, while other
available versions of rPET systems have four blocks [13].
This will essentially affect the transaxial FOV and the global
sensitivity of the two-block system, which is close to one half
of the four-block version scanner. While the detector modules
in the ClearPET can change the inner diameter from 13.5 cm to
22 cm for mouse/rat or primate imaging, this work focuses on
the small-diameter configuration. Fig. 1 shows the gantry and
detector modules of both scanners.

While the scintillator materials used in the scanners are dif-
ferent, LYSO and MLS crystals have similar properties in terms
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TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CLEARPET AND THE RPET-1 SYSTEMS

of density (7.15–7.4 g/cm ), wavelength of maximum emission
(420 nm) and scintillation decay time (40 ns). LuYAP differs in
the decay time and wavelength of maximum emission (20 ns,
375 nm), although it has a similar density.

Data processing is significantly different between these
systems. The data acquisition system of the ClearPET [16]
consists of 20 detector cassettes, each comprising 4 PMTs
and electronics for trigger, shaping, data-digitization (free-run-
ning analog-to-digital converters, ADC, at 40 MHz sampling
rate and 12-bit resolution) and transmission. These cassettes
transfer their data via fiber optics to five preprocessing PCs
(four cassettes per PC) which provide list-mode files with
the information of each single photon detected. From there, a
Giga-bit Ethernet connection leads the preprocessed data to a
master PC, which also controls the acquisition and hosts the
interface for the user. The maximum count rate this system
can process is roughly 3 Mcounts s (single photons). Co-
incidence sorting is performed in the master computer after
acquisition.

Fig. 1. Detector modules of the ClearPET (top) and rPET-1 (bottom). Note that
the rPET-1 image includes the X-ray CT system (horizontal orientation) which
is mounted on the same gantry as the PET modules (vertical orientation).

In contrast, the rPET-1 uses a processing scheme consisting
of hardware-based coincidence detection. Read-out electronics
of each detector are integrated in a compact printed circuit board
(PCB) stack directly attached to the PMT sockets. These PCBs
include a charge division circuit and amplification stages for the
position and timing signals. The data acquisition system consists
of an arbiter module in charge of coincidence detection (based
on timing signals from the detectors) and generation of trigger
signals, two ADC cards for data digitization, and a 32-bit dig-
ital I/O peripheral component interconnect (PCI) card for data
transmission to the acquisition computer. After the detection of
a valid event, trigger signals are transmitted to the ADC mod-
ules to start the digitization of the position signals. These signals
are integrated for a 150-ns period, digitized and sent to the PC
in order of arrival. The complete processing of each pair of pho-
tons takes 1.8 s, leading to a maximum processing throughput
of roughly 500 kcounts s (coincidences). During scans, the
acquisition computer receives the data from the PCI interface
and processes them in real time to generate list-mode files con-
taining the coincidence events information.

The methodology used to evaluate the performance of both
scanners follows the recommendations of the NEMA NU
4-2008 standard [9]. This protocol was recently approved by
an international committee composed of university researchers
and manufacturers of small-animal PET systems, including the
two considered here. 2



This work includes studies of:
— Spatial resolution;
— Sensitivity;
— Scatter fraction, count losses and random coincidence

measurements (toward mouse imaging);
— Image quality.
In addition, a micro Derenzo Na sealed phantom (described

in Section II.E of this paper) was scanned and reconstructed on
both systems. The acquisition of a Derenzo image, although not
included in the NEMA protocol, is a common way to illustrate
the spatial resolution of a scanner.

A. Spatial Resolution

A 0.25-mm diameter, 0.8-MBq Na point source was
scanned at equivalent positions in both systems. The measure-
ments were taken in the central slice of the axial FOV, at the
following radial distances from the geometrical centre: 0 mm, 5
mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm and 25 mm. Resolution at the same
transaxial points was also evaluated at axial FOV. Acquisi-
tion at 0 mm is not included in the NEMA document, although
the results at this location have been presented in previous char-
acterizations of both systems [7], [8]. We added this position
to measure the spatial resolution at the centre of the FOV, but
this is not shown in the table presenting the NEMA values. The
NEMA document also recommends a measurement at 25 mm
from the centre; this location is out of the transaxial FOV of
the rPET-1. More than prompt counts were acquired per
measurement, and analytic image reconstruction algorithms
with no-smoothing filters were applied on both scanners. In
the ClearPET, a 3D Filtered Back Projection algorithm (the
FBP3DRP algorithm from the STIR package) [17], [18] was
used with an image pixel size of 0.38 mm and a slice thickness
of 1.15 mm. The FBP3DRP algorithm was also used on the
rPET-1 (0.27-mm pixel size, 0.77-mm slice thickness).

We report the width of the reconstructed image point spread
functions (PSF), defining the width as its full width at half-max-
imum amplitude (FWHM), and the full width at tenth-maximum
amplitude (FWTM). The response function is formed by sum-
ming all one-dimensional profiles that are parallel to the di-
rection of measurement (radial, tangential or axial) and within
two times the FWHM of the orthogonal directions. The fitting
method used to assess each FWHM (and FWTM) fulfills the
NEMA NU 4-2008 protocol recommendations.

B. Sensitivity

Sensitivity is expressed as the rate in counts per second (cps)
at which true coincidence events are detected for a given source
intensity and branching ratio; absolute sensitivity is the frac-
tion of positron annihilation events detected as true coincidence
events. The same Na point source described previously was
scanned in small position increments along the entire axial FOV.
For each scanner, the considered increment is equal to its recon-
structed plane thickness.

The variables , and represent the total,
total mouse (7 cm) and total rat (15 cm) axial length sensitiv-
ities. Their values are also reported as the absolute sensitivities
( ) and as the sensitivity profiles by
plotting the absolute sensitivity for each slice. These variables

are strongly dependent on the energy window considered; the
NEMA values are presented using the energy window recom-
mended for routine studies (250–750 keV for the ClearPET and
250–650 keV for the rPET-1). In addition to these results, we
measured a sensitivity profile for the widest window available
on each system (100–750 keV for the ClearPET, and 100–700
keV for the rPET-1). Both manufacturers recommend the widest
window for low-dose studies.

C. Scatter Fraction and Count Rate Measurements

The NEMA document specifies three test phantom designs
simulating mouse, rat and primate sizes. This work focuses on
mouse studies and the measurements presented are related to
the mouse-sized phantom. This phantom is a solid cylinder com-
posed of high-density polyethylene (density 0.95 g/cm ) 70 mm
long and 25 mm in diameter. A cylindrical hole (3.2 mm in di-
ameter) is drilled parallel to the central axis at a radial distance
of 10 mm. A line source made of flexible tubing and filled to 60
mm with a known activity concentration of F is inserted into
the hole.

Count rate and count loss measurements show the effects
of system dead time and the presence of random coincidence
events at different levels of source activity. These studies start
with high activity in the phantom, exceeding the expected max-
imum count rate on both scanners.

We followed the procedure to classify random plus scattered
counts for each slice and frame as defined in Sec-
tion 4 of the NEMA document. Counts were obtained from the
sinogram of each axial slice formed after single-slice rebinning
(SSRB) [19]. A sum projection was produced by adding all pro-
jections in each slice and each frame. Then, was com-
puted as the sum of all counts outside a 14-mm centered strip
plus the counts under the profile peak. The scattered and random
counts under the peak were estimated by a linear interpolation
between the left and right border of the 14-mm strip. The true
rate was calculated as shown in (1), where is
the sum of the total counts, and is the acquisition time of
frame .

(1)

The noise equivalent counting (NEC) rate describes the
equivalent coincidence counting rate that would have the same
noise properties as the net true counting rate, corrected for
random and scattered events [20]; and is defined as:

(2)

The system true event rate and the system noise equiv-
alent count rate are calculated as the sum of and

over all slices .
Both systems have natural radioactivity in the crystal due to

the presence of Lu. This isotope emits particles with an
average energy of 420 keV, together with -photons of 307,
202, and 88 keV, all of which increase the single count rate of
the detectors and may create events that can be recognized as3



true coincidences [21]. For the rPET-1, the intrinsic true event
rate is 7.7 cps using the energy window of 250–650 keV. The
ClearPET reaches an intrinsic true event rate of 560 cps for the
250–750 keV energy window. These values were included in
the assessment of the scatter fraction and count rates [22]; we
obtained the intrinsic true event rate for each slice, , from
an acquisition using the phantom without activity.

Acquisitions are defined as those with random events below
1% of the true events. At such a low count rate, the randoms are
negligible and becomes plus . As
is known, can be assessed at low activity. We used it to
calculate the scatter fraction for slice as shown in (3).

(3)

The system scatter fraction (SF) is computed as the weighted
average of the values as follows:

(4)

The NEC rate obtained from (2) is valid for acquisitions
without direct random event subtraction, as in the studies con-
sidered here. In this case the random event rate for acquisition
and slice , is estimated using the information of as
shown in (5). The system random event rate, , is computed
as the sum of over all slices.

(5)

The measurements were performed using the energy window
recommended for routine studies in each scanner (250–750
keV for the ClearPET and 250–650 keV for the rPET-1). The
phantom was centered in the FOV and the acquisition frames
were selected as follows: frames of 300 seconds starting every
1200 seconds for the ClearPET and frames of 800 seconds
starting every 1600 seconds for the rPET-1. The initial activity
concentration was 1.25 MBq/mL (43 MBq total activity, F)
for the ClearPET and 1.61 MBq/mL (55.4 MBq, F) for the
rPET-1. The low activity acquisitions were those with a
total activity in the phantom below 5 MBq.

D. Image Quality

Image quality studies were performed using the phantom de-
scribed in the NEMA NU 4-2008 protocol. The phantom is a
polymethylmethacrylate cylinder measuring 50 mm in length
and 30 mm in diameter. It consists of three parts: one is com-
posed of five fillable rods used to measure the noise and recovery
coefficients as a function of rod diameter; one is a large uniform

region connected to the rods allowing the uniformity to be mea-
sured; and the third is composed of two cold region chambers
(filled with water and air) that are used to quantify the spillover
ratio.

The recovery coefficients (RC, measured activity concen-
tration divided by the actual activity concentration), percent
standard deviation (%STD, standard deviation divided by
mean multiplied by 100 percent), and spillover ratio (SOR,
activity concentration in the cold regions relative to the mean
activity concentration in the hot background) were evaluated as
described in the NEMA document.

A 20-minute acquisition was performed after filling the
phantom with an F solution with an initial activity con-
centration of 0.194 MBq/mL (3.78 MBq total activity) for
ClearPET and 0.185 MBq/mL (3.61 MBq) for rPET-1. The
studies were performed using an energy window of 250–750
keV for the ClearPET and of 250–650 keV for the rPET-1.
Iterative algorithms were used in both scanners according to
the manufacturers’ recommendations. In the ClearPET, a 3D
ordered-subsets expectation maximization (OSEM) method
[15], [18] was applied with 2 iterations and 10 subsets. For the
data acquired in the rPET-1, a 3D-OSEM algorithm [23] was
applied using a single iteration and 50 subsets. Correction for
random events was only applied in the ClearPET. The rPET-1
system does not provide correction for randoms; however, at
the usual activities in mouse studies (15–20 MBq) the randoms
fraction is below 5% of the total coincidences. The values pre-
sented in the image quality test were obtained without applying
attenuation or scatter corrections.

E. Derenzo Phantom Images

Acquisition of a Derenzo image is an intuitive way to illus-
trate the spatial resolution and assess the overall image quality
of a scanner. Nevertheless, it is important to remark that this
study is not part of the NEMA NU 4-2008 document. We used
a Na sealed phantom (I.S.E. srl, Pisa, Italy) presenting a total
activity of 0.76 MBq. It is composed of 20 rods measuring 1.2
mm in diameter, 14 rods measuring 1.5 mm, 9 rods measuring
2.0 mm, 6 rods measuring 2.5 mm and 3 rods measuring 3.0
mm. The distance between rods of equal diameter is twice the
diameter of the rod, centre to centre. The external dimensions
of the phantom are 43 mm in length by 40 mm in diameter.

Acquisitions of one hour for the ClearPET, and five hours
for the rPET-1, were performed in order to accumulate a sim-
ilar number of coincidences in each system (approximately 80
million coincidences). The energy windows and reconstruction
methods were the same as those for the image quality studies.

III. RESULTS

A. Spatial Resolution

The average one-dimensional FWHM over the three axes at
the centre of the FOV was 2.1 mm (FWTM: 4.3 mm) in the
ClearPET and 1.6 mm (FWTM: 2.8 mm) in the rPET-1. Reso-
lution over the same transaxial points was also assessed at
axial FOV, and no significant differences were found from the
values shown at the axial centre of the FOV. Tables II and III4



TABLE II
SPATIAL RESOLUTION OF THE CLEARPET. FWHM (FWTM) IN MM. IMAGE

PIXEL SIZE: 0.38 MM

TABLE III
SPATIAL RESOLUTION OF THE RPET-1. FWHM (FWTM) IN MM. IMAGE PIXEL

SIZE: 0.27 MM

show the results of the spatial resolution obtained in both sys-
tems.

The volumetric resolution at the centre was 7.6 mm on the
ClearPET and 3.8 mm on the rPET-1. Fig. 2 presents the spa-
tial resolution (FWHM) obtained at the axial centre of FOV.
ClearPET values of axial FWHM are 1.5 mm lower than rPET-1
at central positions; rPET-1 shows a small ( mm) degrada-
tion of the axial resolution along the transaxial axis that is not
observed in the ClearPET. Axial resolution is strongly depen-
dent on slice thickness; its value (1.15 mm in the ClearPET and
0.77 mm in the rPET-1) is half of the axial crystal pitch in each
scanner.

Both scanners showed a variation of approximately 1 mm of
the FWHM across the transaxial axis in the tangential direction.
For these points, the rPET-1 shows an improvement of 0.5 mm
in the radial direction.

B. Sensitivity

The absolute sensitivity obtained at the centre of the FOV was
4.7% in ClearPET and 1.0% in rPET-1 for the widest energy
window on each system. Total length and mouse length

sensitivity values are shown in Table IV for the en-
ergy windows recommended by both manufacturers for routine
studies (250–750 keV for the ClearPET and 250–650 keV for
the rPET-1). and values are identical in the rPET-1,

Fig. 2. ClearPET (a) and rPET-1 (b) spatial resolution (FWHM) in all direc-
tions as a function of the radial distance from the centre. Results are shown for
the source positioned at the centre of the axial FOV.

TABLE IV
NEMA SENSITIVITY RESULTS FOR THE CLEARPET AND THE RPET-1

because the axial length of the system is lower than the length
considered for mouse studies (7 cm).

Fig. 3 plots the NEMA absolute sensitivity profile as a func-
tion of the axial distance from the centre. An important char-
acteristic of the ClearPET is the 9.2-mm axial displacement
between each two adjacent detectors which enlarges the axial
FOV; this produces a less homogeneous sensitivity profile than
the rPET-1. Therefore, a specific normalization procedure is re-
quired to compensate for the lack of homogeneity across the
axial axis [24]. This is also the cause of the absolute sensitivity
peaks (above 5%, Fig. 3) which ClearPET reaches at mm
from the axial centre of FOV.

C. Scatter Fraction and Count Rate Measurements

The scatter fractions obtained on each system were 31.0% for
the ClearPET and 24.2% for the rPET-1 with the mouse-sized
phantom.

Count rate results are presented for the mouse-sized phantom.
Fig. 4 shows the true, random, scattered, NEC and total count
rate (kcps) as a function of the average effective activity con-
centration (MBq/mL). The peak true count rate , the5



Fig. 3. ClearPET and rPET-1 absolute sensitivity profiles for different energy
windows.

Fig. 4. ClearPET (a) and rPET-1 (b) total, true, random, scattered and NEC
count rates as a function of the average activity in the mouse-sized phantom.

TABLE V
COUNT RATE RESULTS FOR THE CLEARPET AND RPET-1

peak NEC rate , and the activity concentration at
which they are reached ( ) were also assessed
for both scanners and are summarized in Table V.

TABLE VI
IMAGE RECOVERY COEFFICIENTS AND %STD ON BOTH SCANNERS

Fig. 5. Image quality phantom. Cross section (top) and activity profiles
(bottom) along the air-filled region (A) and the water-filled region (W). The
dotted lines show the position of the profiles.

D. Image Quality

The RCs and the %STDs obtained for each of the five rods
of the NEMA image quality phantom are shown in Table VI.
The rPET-1 presented a lower %STD (6.9%) than the ClearPET
(10.9%) in the uniform region of the phantom.

Fig. 5 shows a cross section of the cold regions in the image
quality phantom for both systems. An activity profile along the
cold regions is also presented. These regions were considered
to measure the SOR and the noise (%STD), which are sum-
marized in Table VII. Since scatter correction was not applied,
these values are indicative of the effect of scattered radiation on
the reconstructed images.

E. Derenzo Phantom Images

The Derenzo images presented were reconstructed using
3D-OSEM algorithms in both cases. Fig. 6 shows the cross
sections obtained by summing the 10 central slices of the re-
constructed volumes. For each image, the window level was set
in such a way that pixel values % of the maximum were
represented as the maximum brightness. The smallest rods of6



TABLE VII
SOR AND %STD MEASURED IN COLD REGIONS

Fig. 6. Derenzo phantom scanned on the ClearPET and the rPET-1. Transaxial
view, summed over 10 slices, after iterative reconstruction.

the phantom are separated 1.2 mm and can only be resolved for
the rPET-1.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we presented a performance evaluation of two
scanners following the new NEMA NU 4-2008 protocol for
small-animal PET systems. One of the main measurements of
interest is the spatial resolution of the scanner. We observed
that, except at the centre of FOV, rPET-1 shows an approx-
imately 0.5-mm smaller FWHM in the transaxial directions;
this is mainly related to the smaller crystal cross-section in the
rPET-1 (1.4 mm 1.4 mm) than in the ClearPET (2.0 mm 2.0
mm). In addition, both scanners showed similar degradation
of spatial resolution across the transverse axis ( mm). In
order to maintain this undesired loss of resolution within reason-
able limits, both manufacturers implement different solutions.
ClearPET uses two layers of crystals (phoswich configuration)
to assess the depth of interaction (DOI) on the detectors, thus
minimizing the parallax error. In contrast, rPET-1 uses planar
opposite detectors covering the whole transaxial FOV, so that
a high percentage of the incoming photons have parallel tra-
jectories within the crystals. With regard to radial spatial res-
olution, rPET-1 shows a decreasing value from the centre to-
wards the periphery of the FOV. This behaviour is unlike that
of the ClearPET, whose detectors have a ring-type geometry. In
the planar detector geometry, the lines of response that intersect
crystals obliquely pass mainly through the centre, whereas at the
periphery, they are mostly parallel to the crystals. Therefore, the
contribution of the parallax effect to radial resolution is higher
at the centre of the FOV than at the edge.

Absolute sensitivity at the centre of the FOV is five times
higher for the ClearPET, as expected from the different dimen-
sions and the use of almost 10 times higher active scintillator
volume than the rPET-1. For the NEMA mouse-like phantom,
the measured scatter fraction was 31.0% in the ClearPET and
24.2% in the rPET-1. With this same phantom, the peak NEC

rate reached 73.4 kcps at 0.51 MBq/mL in the ClearPET and
29.2 kcps at 1.35 MBq/mL in the rPET-1. The lower sensitivity
of the rPET-1 contributes to the fact that the scanner reaches its
peak with more activity in the phantom.

The RCs measured ranged from 0.11 (35.6 %STD) to 0.89
(13.3 %STD) in the ClearPET and from 0.14 (30.8 %STD) to
0.81 (13.1 %STD) in the rPET-1. Lower SOR values were ob-
tained for rPET-1. The smallest rods of the Derenzo phantom
can only be resolved in the rPET-1 image. Nevertheless, it is
important to remember that we are comparing images recon-
structed with approximately the same number of counts, even
though the different sensitivity of the systems makes the acqui-
sition time almost five times longer on the rPET-1 than on the
ClearPET.
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